General Assemblies
Paris and Castel del Fels (Barcelona)

UN Conference in Budapest:
„Assistance to Road Victims“

DG Justice „Grotius Project“
(Information on FEVR web about legal assistance in EU member countries)

Leaflets for the UN Road Safety Week
Evaluation of the previous Remembrance Days: Ecumenism, Diffusion across the world, Collection of documents for a possible UN proclamation.

The suggestion made by Pope John-Paul II to extend the Remembrance Day to the entire World has been followed. We must however consolidate this event further in Europe and involve more the media, police, governments, touring and auto clubs etc. The associations have been asked to provide full information on their actions for the next Remembrance Day, in order to collect sufficient documentation to let this Day be proclaimed by the European Parliament or by the United Nations.
The World Health Organisation invited FEVR delegates to Geneva for a 2-day Seminar, 18 - 19 September 2003

There were also representatives from NGOs from the USA, India, Kenya, Argentina and Lebanon.

The Seminar had the following objectives: - To present the work of WHO and advocacy organizations in road traffic injury prevention - To identify and discuss potential areas of collaboration From among the FEVR delegates, Marcel and Brigitte gave a presentation on ‘experiences of an NGO’

It was decided that the collaboration of WHO with advocacy NGOs would continue.
2004

Exhibition at Palais des Nations

Advocating to limit car speed to 140km/h at construction

Marcel Haegi FEVR Founder/1. President sadly dies in February 2004

General Assembly Jesus Eik, Brussels
Better protection of pedestrians

Softer car fronts with a CITIZEN CAR

Hit & run campaign

Ceremony „SAVE“

Conferences: Victim Issues

General Assemblies in Luxemburg and in Rhodes

FEVR since 1991
Fédération Européenne des Victimes de la Route
European Federation of Road Traffic Victims

we live VISION ZERO
2006

Brigitte Chaudhry confirmed as President
Jan de Kroes, vice-president
Jacques Duhayon, treasurer
Jeannot Mersch, secretary

An effective and complete Post-crash Response includes, in addition to medical care, thorough crash investigation (to identify causes & measures to prevent recurrence), criminal and civil proceedings whenever appropriate and support and recognition for victims and road victim NGOs. Br. Chaudhry FEVR president 2004-2010
Launch of the Guide:
World day of remembrance for road traffic victims (who.int)

Start of I-Cart
International Coalition against Road Trauma

Discussions on EDR
Event Data Recorder & Standards for Crash Investigation
2008

For 30km/h speed limit in urban areas

Strengthening International Cooperation

Improve Post Crash Response for victims & their families:
investigation of crashes, criminal and civil justice and
of treatment of the bereaved and injured.

Strict Liability Legislation

UNRSC (UN Road Safety Collaboration)
Meetings in New York & Geneva

General Assembly Barcelona
with Board Elections
2009

Brussels NGO Declaration, drafted by Brigitte Chaudhry & signed by over 70 NGO’s

Link: Layout 2 (fevr.org)

FEVR involved in preparing the Decade of Action 2011-2020

Contribution to the EU Consultation of the Road Safety Action Program

World Day of Remembrance slogan: "From Global REMEMBRANCE to Global ACTION"

Drafting a CHARTER for road crash victims

Justice campaign MANIFESTO

FEVR General Assembly Bucarest
2010

Conference in the Parliament in Rome

European Commission consultation on the rights of victims of crime

CBE Cross borderer enforcement directive

FEVR response to the 4th EC Road Safety programm & e-call questionnaire

FEVR Multi Disciplinary Crash Investigation MDCI paper by Brigitte Chaudhry discussed in the 59th session of the WP1 (Global Forum for Road Safety)

UNECE Geneva

General Assembly Rome
Election of new president
2001-2010 Advocates & Volunteers
2nd Decade with FEVR

2001-2010

FEVR

since 1991

Fédération Européenne des Victimes de la Route
European Federation of Road Traffic Victims

we live VISION ZERO